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“No matter how much assistance a device provides 

to a [adult] patient, it will not be used regularly 

unless it also takes no time to either set up or use 

by the caregiver, and unless it makes the 

caregiver’s life, a lot easier.”

~Henry Evans

The Caregiver Principle
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WHAT PROF. CAKMAK AND HER TEAM 
ARE DOING WITH STRETCH

Accessible Teleoperation
How can we enable the efficient control of the Stretch robot by diverse users?

Asked people to control the Stretch with 
current interface Perform realistic tasks in a kitchen

Observe usage patterns, inefficiencies, and challenges, 
assess accessibility, inform alternative versions



SHARE, COLLABORATE, HELPTeleoperation kit
Try our interfaces, give us feedback, share what you have

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFzt1W56_eg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFzt1W56_eg




Literature Review



Autonomy of a 

Person
Caregiver Burden



Persons with Severe Motor 

Impairments and Caregiver Dyad



Research from the Healthcare Robotics Lab (healthcare-robotics.com) at Georgia Tech

A Robot’s Role

http://healthcare-robotics.com/


Scholarly Question



How does the functional performance of 

everyday activities improve for an 

individual with severe motor deficits 

using the mobile robot Stretch RE1?



Capstone Process



Emailed Henry 

Evans to share 
my interest in 

working with 

Robots for 

Humanity

Henry contacted Dr. 
Charlie Kemp from 

Hello Robot 

regarding a potential 

capstone 

Hello Robot 
agreed to take me 

on as a doctoral 

capstone student 
to work with 

Stretch RE1 and 
with the Evans

Vy works with 

Hello Robot to 
learn how to 

operate Stretch
(April 19 - June 1)

1st exploration at 

Henry and Jane’s 
home (June 1-16)

2nd exploration 
at Henry and 
Jane’s home 

(July 6-20)

Develop 
iterations to 

prepare for 2nd 

exploration 

(June 17 – July 5)

It all began with an email…



Needs Assessment

Explore use cases of 
Stretch in Henry and 

Jane’s home to gain 

feedback on 

improving hardware 

and software of 
Stretch to succeed 

in this current 

exploration.

For Henry to perform 
his daily living 

activities more 

independently using 

Stretch and how 

doing so may relieve 
Jane’s caregiving 

demands.

Access users who 
can benefit from 

Stretch and to get 

their feedback on 

what’s most valuable 

to them to develop
technology that is 

useful for people.

Identify the 
capabilities and 

limitations of 

Stretch by creating 

tools to make it 

more useful, user-
centered, and 

beneficial in a home 

environment.



Occupational 

Therapy’s Unique 

Role



Person-Environment-Occupation-

Performance (PEOP)



Intervention Considerations

Role of Environment Developing New Skills Health and Well-being

27



Capstone 

Implementation



All Tasks Performed by Henry
LIVING SKILLS’ CATEGORY ACTIVITY LEVEL OF ASSISTANCE

Planning for dressing Opening a closet door to retrieve clothes Set-up assistance, verbal cueing

Grooming Applying lotion and putting lotion away Set-up and stand-by assistance, 
verbal cueing 

Health / Safety Unplugging percussion vest machine Set-up assistance 

House management/ Organization Decluttering items Henry’s bedroom Set-up assistance 

House management/ Organization Decluttering items from the dining table Set-up assistance, verbal cueing 

House management/ Organization Cleaning the dining table with a washcloth Set-up assistance,
verbal cueing 

Comfort Adjusting blinds Set-up and standby assistance

Comfort Turning on/off a light switch Set-up assistance, verbal cueing



All Tasks Performed by Henry

LIVING SKILLS’ CATEGORY ACTIVITY LEVEL OF ASSISTANCE

Meal planning Choosing a recipe online, printing it, 
and giving it to Jane 

Set-up assistance, verbal cueing

Personal hygiene 
Wiping the face Set-up assistance

Personal hygiene Alleviating scratches Set-up assistance

Self-feeding Eating a cashew butter yogurt mix Set-up and standby assistance

Sleep preparation Adjusting a blanket (leg level) Set-up assistance 

Social interaction Presenting Jane a rose Set-up and moderate assistance  

Social interaction Playing card games with the family Set-up and minimum assistance



Evaluation + Results



Evaluation

Stroke-Adapted 
Sickness Scale

Stroke 
Specific 

Quality of 

Life Scale

Stroke 
Impact 
Scale 

Informal 

Interview with 

Jane



Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS)

What is it?

It is a participative, 

person-centered 

that measures 

outcome data on a 

5 point scale of -2 

to +2. 

Why use it?

Encourages patient 

involvement.



Self-feeding





Goal Attainment Scaling

Goal #1 | Self-feeding Scale Final Score

Henry will engage in self-feeding 

his daily snack of thick pureed 

foods while operating Stretch 

with contextual arrangement set-

up by caregiver.

-2 much lower than expected

Due to the contextual limitations of the caregiver, Henry is unable to perform 

feeding activities.

-1 lower than expected
Henry eats his entire snack of thick pureed foods with dependent assistance from 

his caregiver. 

0 expected level of achievement

Henry self-feeds half of his snack of thick pureed foods using Stretch RE1 with 
set-up assistance in two weeks.

+1 better than expected

Henry self-feeds a two-thirds of his snack of thick pureed foods using Stretch RE1 

with set-up assistance in two weeks.

+2 much better than expected

Henry self-feeds his entire snack of thick pureed foods using Stretch RE1 with set-

up assistance in one week. 
+2







Printing





Goal #2 | Meal 
Planning

Scale Final 
Score

Henry will contribute 

to dinner meal 

planning by printing a 

recipe online, and 

with set-up 
assistance, he will 

operate Stretch RE1 

to turn on the printer, 

retrieve the recipe 

from the printer tray, 
and give it to Jane, 

his wife.

-2 much lower than expected
Henry and Jane discuss what they would like to eat for dinner, and Jane chooses a recipe relevant 

to their choice.

-1 lower than expected

Henry uses an Alexa kitchen monitor to project a dinner recipe found on his computer for Jane  to 
use. Jane reported a preference to printed copies a recipe, however. 

0 expected level of achievement

Henry chooses a dinner recipe on his computer for Jane 1-2 nights per week with a printed copy 

that stays on the tray within two weeks.
Expected behavior change: Jane operates Stretch RE1 to turn on the printer, and from his 

computer, chooses and prints a recipe.

+1 better than expected

Henry chooses a dinner recipe on his computer for Jane 1-2 nights per week to print and puts the 
printed recipe on the desk by operating Stretch RE1 within two weeks.

Expected behavior change: Henry operates Stretch RE1 to turn on the printer, pulls out the printer 

tray, and picks up the printed recipe.

+2 much better than expected
Henry chooses a dinner recipe for Jane 1-2 nights per week and operates Stretch RE1 to transport 

the printed recipe from Mrs. J’s office to the kitchen within 2-weeks.

Expected behavior change: Mr. H operates Stretch RE1 to turn on the printer, pulls out the printer 

tray, pick up the printed recipe, and travels with Stretch to the kitchen to give the recipe to Jane.

+2





Personal Hygiene





Goal #3 | Personal
Hygiene

Scale Final 
Score

Henry will actively 
perform personal 

hygiene tasks by 
operating Stretch 

RE1, such as wiping 

his mouth or 
scratching his head. 

-2 much lower than expected
Henry is unable to communicate with caregiver about his needs of personal hygiene due to 

contextual factors. 

-1 lower than expected

Henry’s caregiver wipes his mouth or Henry asks his caregiver to scratch his head. 

0 expected level of achievement
Henry can use Stretch RE1 to achieve these personal hygiene tasks 50% of the time in 2-weeks. 

+1 better than expected
Henry can use Stretch RE1 to achieve these personal hygiene tasks 75% of the time in 1-week.

+2 much better than expected

Henry can use Stretch RE1 to achieve these personal hygiene tasks 90% of the time in 1-week. +2







Playing Cards





Goal #4 | Social 
Interaction

Scale Final 
Score

Henry will operate 
Stretch RE1 to play 

card games with his 
family while being on 

his own team. 

-2 much lower than expected
Henry is unable to play card games with his family due to contextual factors.

-1 lower than expected

Henry plays card games with a family member as part of a team with maximum assistance. 

0 expected level of achievement

Henry plays one card game with his family by operating Stretch RE1 with moderate assistance in 
2-weeks.

+1 better than expected
Henry plays one card game with his family by operating Stretch RE1 with minimal assistance in 2-

weeks.

+2 much better than expected

Henry plays one card game with his family by operating Stretch RE1 with stand-by assistance in 1-
week. 

+0





Giving A Rose





Goal #5 | Social 
Interaction

Scale Final 
Score

With set-up 

assistance, Henry will 

operate Stretch RE1 
to give his wife, Jane, 

a rose.

-2 much lower than expected

Henry is unable to give a rose to Jane due to contextual factors.

-1 lower than expected

Henry instructs a caregiver to give Jane a rose on his behalf.

0 expected level of achievement

Henry operates Stretch RE1 pick-up a rose from a vase and has Jane come into his room for him 
to give her the rose within 2-weeks.

+1 better than expected

Henry operates Stretch RE1 to pick up a rose from a vase and transports it to Jane in the living 

room within 2-weeks.

+2 much better than expected
Henry operates Stretch RE1 to pick up a rose from a vase, drives Stretch to different areas of in his 

house seeking Jane's location to gives her a rose within 2-weeks.

+1







Discussion







Occupational 

Therapy 

Implications









Impact



Media Opportunities



Community
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